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IMAGINiT Utilities for Vault Client

Many organizations use Autodesk® Vault for their data management needs. While 
it works well and provides many valuable tools, there are certain workflows which 
are manual and/or impossible for non-CAD users. IMAGINiT Utilities for Vault Client 
addresses some of these pressing needs of Vault Client users.

The tool runs directly inside Autodesk Vault products and is free to clients who are 
annual subscribers of Autodesk products though IMAGINiT. Ask your representative for 
additional details. Now Compatible with Autodesk 2021 products. IMAGINiT Utilities for 
Vault Client include:

 ■ STEP: Create STEP files on-demand or on lifecycle transition

 ■ Command Visibility: Hide utilities you don’t want your users to access.

 ■ Update Folder from Template: Update a folder to match a template folder.

 ■ Link Generator: Retrieve URL links to the Vault Thin Client for selected files  
or items, making it easy to send information to others.

 ■ Auto-Update Folder Properties to File Properties: Quickly synchronize  
properties applied at the folder level to corresponding properties at the file level.

 ■ Create Local Folders: Create folders in the Vault working folder hierarchy to 
match the Vault folders.

 ■ Visual Lifecycle Tab: Provide a visual description of the current file’s lifecycle 
definition, including its current state as well as the available transitions to 

other states.

 ■ Standard Folders: Enables the administrator to configure folders of standards to 
update whenever someone logs into Vault. Provides support for Administrative- 
only templates and for forcing a get-latest on single folders.

 ■ Lifecycle Change Notifier*: Provides an email notification when your project 
has lifecycle state changes and allows support for reporting properties in the 
Lifecycle Notification setup.

 ■ Create Folder from Template: Quickly and easily set up complex project folder 
structures with the click of a button. Setup multiple templates per project and 
office standards.

 ■ Extract Bill of Materials (BOM): Create a BOM within Vault, based on your CAD 
data and export to Excel or CSV.

 ■ Create PDF/DWG/DXF: Generate PDFs from Inventor IDW and DWG files at the 
press of a button using the Job Processor. The PDFs can be stored in the Vault 
or published to an external folder. Auto-generate jobs based on key lifecycle 
events. PDFs can be created on-demand or automatically as product lifecycles 
change. Includes new job types for making DWG and DXF files from IDW files and 
provides support for publishing PDFs on lifecycle changes outside of the Vault.

 ■ Batch Checkout of Files**: Simple method of checking out multiple files at once.

Developed by the Autodesk Vault 
Experts at IMAGINiT Technologies

As an Autodesk® Authorized Developer, 
IMAGINiT experts have years of experience 
delivering tools to help clients bring 
organization and security to their data. From 
manufacturing clients to civil engineering 
firms and government agencies, clients 
rely on our data management experts to 
streamline processes and make efficient 
use of their data. 

Developed by IMAGINiT’s Software  
Development group in conjunction with  
IT and engineering professionals, you  
can rest assured that all your design  
and drafting data is safe, secure, and 
well-managed with Autodesk Vault and 
IMAGINiT Utilities for Vault Client.

Learn more: 
www.imaginit.com/utilitiesforvaultclient

*  This utility only available in Utilities for Vault Client 2015 - 2021. 
** This utility only available in Utilities for Vault Client 2014 - 2021.
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